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Abstract. A Monte Carlo algorithm is applied to simulate the mea-
surements of a sample with glass slides sandwiched between the
double integrating sphere �DIS� setup. The effects caused by various
parameters, such as the sample port of integrating sphere, thicknesses,
and optical properties of the sample, on light losses and optical prop-
erties estimated by the inverse adding-doubling method �IAD� have
been investigated. The results show that the light loss greatly increases
the estimated error of absorption coefficient and slightly affects the
estimated scattering coefficient. When the increase of apparent ab-
sorption of the sample induced by the light loss is 59%, the relative
error of the scattering coefficient is less than 2% and that of the ab-
sorption coefficient reaches 28%. Enhancing the sample port diameter
or decreasing the thickness of the sample can reduce the error effec-
tively, and the effect of the former is much greater than that of the
latter. In addition, the IAD method is proved to be valid for estimating
the optical properties of a highly scattering or highly absorbing
sample. This study can not only evaluate the error of optical proper-
ties estimation, but also provide optimal ways for the design of DIS
and a scheme for acquiring accurate optical properties of tissue.
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Introduction

etermination of tissue’s optical properties is fundamental for
he application of light in either therapeutic or diagnostic
rocedures.1–39 Different methodologies have been proposed
o determine tissue’s optical properties. Frequency-domain
iffuse reflectance,1–4 time-domain diffuse reflectance,4–10

patially resolved steady-state diffuse reflectance,11–15

ptoacoustics,16 digital microradiography,17 single integrating
phere,18–23 or double integrating sphere24–39 have been
idely used in vivo or in vitro. Each technique has its own

dvantages and disadvantages. In vivo techniques can be im-
ediately applicable to dosimetry, but only provide limited

nformation about optical properties. In vitro measurements
an provide details about individual tissue structures.

The double integrating sphere �DIS� technique is fre-
uently applied to measure the optical properties of tissue
n vitro.24–38 The reflection, diffuse, and collimated transmis-
ions are measured with one sample placed between two in-
egrating spheres, and then the scattering coefficient, the ab-
orption coefficient, and the anisotropy factor can be deduced
imultaneously using a model of radiative transfer theory.24–26

herefore, DIS technique is also available if the tissue is to
ndergo some external stimulus such as heating and chemical
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niversity of Science and Technology, Wuhan, 430074, China; Tel: 86–27–
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changes.25,37 Based on measurements of DIS, the inverse
Monte Carlo �IMC� simulations yield the most exact solutions
because every geometric parameter can be considered in a
computer program.27–29 However, the inverse algorithm re-
quires laborious and intensive calculations because it uses op-
tical properties to calculate reflection and transmission, thus
the optical parameters have to be fitted to the measured val-
ues. Peters et al. developed an available method to determine
the optical properties of tissues based on a combination of
experimental data and a Monte Carlo �MC� model of light
transport, which solved the long timewaste problems success-
fully for single integrating spheres by using precalculated
simulations.18 However, this method has not been extended to
a DIS system. The inverse adding-doubling �IAD� method
developed by Prahl et al. represents a numerical solution to
the radiative transport equation that can be used to calculate
the optical properties for arbitrary boundary conditions.26 The
main advantage of the IAD method is its combination of fast
computation and validity over practical optical properties.
This algorithm has been used for determination of optical
properties within a host of tissues for reflectance and trans-
mission measurements.30–37

A problem may arise if light losses occurring through glass
slides and ports in the spheres are not taken into account
correctly in the algorithm. de Vries et al. paid attention to the
effect of the loss through the exit port in the transmission
1083-3668/2007/12�6�/064004/8/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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phere with an IMC algorithm.38 Beek et al. hypothesized that
ight losses at the sides of the sample result in overestimation
f the absorption coefficient and an erroneous dependence of
he obtained optical properties on the physical sample
hickness.32 Pickering and Prahl et al. thought that the losses
ould be reduced for greater sample port diameters or greater
ptical depths based on some experiments.24–26 After having
alculated the absorption coefficient and the reduced scatter-
ng coefficient of tissues by the IAD method based on the

easurements of the DIS technique, Sardar et al. compared
he measurements of reflectance and transmission with those
enerated by the MC simulation technique. They also found
hat there were differences between the measurements and
stimation of reflectance and transmission, which were rela-
ive to the optical properties of tissue.30,31 Nevertheless, these
nvestigations were not sufficient for demonstrating the light
osses of a sample between two integrating spheres and the
rror of optical properties of tissue estimation by IAD
ethod. It is necessary to study the effect caused by various

actors systematically, such as the parameters of integrating a
phere and sample, on the light loss and the optical properties
stimation.

In this paper, a MC algorithm has been applied to simulate
he measurements of a sample with glass slides sandwiched
etween the DIS setup. The effects caused by various param-
ters, such as different sample port diameters of the integrat-
ng sphere, thicknesses, and optical properties of a sample, on
ight losses have been investigated, and then the relative error
f the absorption coefficient and the scattering coefficient
stimation by the IAD method is deduced. Finally, the
orrelation of the error and those factors has been analyzed
uantitatively.

Methods
he sample, sandwiched between glass slides, is placed be-

ween two integrating spheres. Then a MC algorithm of pho-
on propagation in multilayered tissue, developed by Wang et
l.,40 compared with the light propagation theory of DIS �Ref.
5� is used to obtain the distribution of photons, the diffuse
eflectance, the diffuse transmittance, or the collimated trans-
ittance based on the sampling parameters of the integrating

Fig. 1 T
pheres and the optical properties and thickness of the sample.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064004-
Then the absorption of the sample �A0� inside the sample port
diameter area and the light losses out of edges of the sample
are deduced. The geometry implemented in the MC algorithm
is shown in Fig. 1. The refracting index of the sample is 1.37
and that of the glass is 1.52. The thickness of a glass slide is
1 mm.

Because the loss of light from the edges of the sample is
regarded as a part of absorption of the sample in the IAD
method, the amount of the absorption �AIAD� equals the sum
of light losses and the absorption inside the sample port di-
ameter area �A0�

AIAD = Loss + A0. �1�

Based on the diffuse reflectance, the diffuse transmittance,
and the collimated transmittance above, combined with the
thicknesses of the samples and the sample port diameters of
the integrating spheres, the absorption coefficient, scattering
coefficient, and anisotropy factor were calculated using the
IAD method. Comparing the estimations of optical properties
with the optical properties used in the MC algorithm, we can
obtain the relative error of optical properties. Figure 2 shows
the flow chart of the method.

Pickering et al. indicated that the loss of light through the
sides of the sample and sample holder may depend on the
physical size and geometry of the sample and the optical
properties of the sample.24 Hence, we will discuss the effect

setup.
Fig. 2 Flow chart of theory simulation.
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aused by the sample port diameter of the integrating sphere,
he thickness of the sample, and the absorption coefficient, the
cattering coefficient, and the anisotropy factor of sample on
he light loss and the error of optical properties estimation.

The sample port diameter of DIS in 25 mm is commonly
sed, and the thickness of the sample is less than 1 mm for
ost experiments. In near infrared �NIR�, most biological tis-

ues show highly forward scattering. The anisotropy factors
re larger than 0.7, the absorption coefficient and the scatter-
ng coefficient are usually larger than 0.01 mm−1 and

mm−1, respectively.39 de Vries et al. pointed out that when
�0.94, the IAD method did not converge and failed to es-

imate optical properties according to the DIS
easurements.38 Therefore, in this paper, we discuss light

osses and the error of optical properties estimation for differ-
nt sample port diameters �20, 25, 30 mm�, different thick-
esses of samples �0.7, 0.8, 0.9 mm�, and different tissue op-
ical properties �anisotropy factors: 0.7, 0.8, 0.9; absorption
oefficient: 0.01 to 0.256 mm−1; scattering coefficient: 2 to
4 mm−1�, respectively.

Results and Analysis
.1 Light Losses of the Sample between the Two

Integrating Spheres
igure 3 shows the percentage of AIAD /A0 as a function of

ig. 3 AIAD /A0 varying with the absorption and scattering coefficients
d� to �f�, and different anisotropy factors �g� to �i�.
bsorption and scattering coefficients for different sample port

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064004-
diameters, different thicknesses, and different anisotropy fac-
tors. The results indicate that the percentages of AIAD /A0 are
always greater than 100%. The IAD method overestimates the
absorption because of light losses. Different effects on light
losses that resulted from various factors will be analyzed
below.

3.1.1 The influence of the sample port diameter
of the integrating sphere on light losses

The influences on light losses for different sample port diam-
eters ��=20, 25, 30 mm�, and constant anisotropy factor �g
=0.9� and constant thickness of sample �d=0.9 mm� are
shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. We can see that the bigger the
sample port diameter is, the smaller the percentage of
AIAD /A0 is for the same samples �with constant thickness and
tissue optical properties�. When the sample port diameter is
20 mm, the maximal percentage of AIAD /A0 is 159%, which
means that the light loss–induced increase in apparent absorp-
tion of the sample is 59%. When the sample port diameter
increases to 25 and 30 mm, the maximal percentage of
AIAD /A0 reaches to 128 and 113%, respectively.

3.1.2 The influence of the thickness of the sample
on light losses

Figures 3�d�–3�f� show the influence of different thicknesses

erent sample port diameters �a� to �c�, different thicknesses of samples
for diff
of the sample �d=0.7, 0.8, 0.9 mm� on light losses for con-

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�3
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tant anisotropy factor �g=0.9� and constant sample port di-
meter ��=25 mm�. Comparing Figs. 3�d�–3�f�, we can con-
lude that if the sample port diameter is constant, for the same
ind of samples �constant tissue optical properties�, the per-
entage of the AIAD /A0 increases slightly with the increase in
he thickness of the sample. The thickness of the sample in-
reases from 0.7 to 0.9 mm, and the maximum of AIAD /A0
ncreases from 125 to 128%.

.1.3 The influence of optical properties
of the sample on light losses

nisotropy factor. Figures 3�g�–3�i� show the percentage of
IAD /A0 varying with the absorption and the scattering coef-
cients for constant sample port diameter ��=25 mm�, thick-
ess of sample �d=0.9 mm� and different anisotropy factor
g=0.7, 0.8, 0.9�, respectively. When g increases from 0.7 to
.9, the maximal percentage of AIAD /A0 is 106, 114, and
28%, respectively.

bsorption coefficient and scattering coefficient. Figures
�a�–3�i� indicate the percentage of AIAD /A0 as a function of
he absorption and scattering coefficients. The percentage of

IAD /A0 decreases when the absorption coefficient or the
cattering coefficient increases. The larger the absorption co-
fficient or scattering coefficient, the less the percentage of
IAD /A0; that is, when the absorption coefficient is larger than
.2 mm−1 or the scattering coefficient is larger than 16 mm−1,
he maximal percentage of AIAD /A0 is less than 105%.

.2 The IAD Method–Induced Error of Tissue Optical
Properties Estimation

ccording to the analysis above, we can conclude that the
verestimation of absorption depends on many factors, such
s the sample port diameter, the thickness, and the optical
roperties of the sample. Corresponding to Fig. 3, Fig. 4
hows the relative error of optical properties estimation by the
AD method.

From Figs. 4�a1�–4�i1� and 4�a2�–4�i2�, we find that the
nfluence on the estimation of absorption coefficient is much
reater than that on the scattering coefficient; that is the maxi-
al relative error of absorption coefficient is 28% and that of

cattering coefficient is below 2%. But the variety tendencies
f the error of the absorption and scattering coefficients are
he same: when the relative error of absorption coefficient
ecreases, the relative error of the scattering coefficient ap-
roaches 0. Thus, we only pay attention to the influence on
he absorption coefficient estimation caused by the different
actors below.

.2.1 The dependence of the error on the sample
port diameter of the integrating sphere

igures 4�a1�–4�c1� show the relative error of the absorption
oefficient estimation for constant anisotropy factor �g=0.9�,
onstant thickness of sample �d=0.9 mm�, and different
ample port diameters ��=20, 25, 30 mm�, respectively. The
esults indicate that the large sample port diameter of the in-
egrating sphere can decrease the error obviously; that is,
hen � is 20 mm, the maximal error is 28%, but when � is

5 or 30 mm, it is 19 and 4%, respectively.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064004-
3.2.2 The dependence of the error on the thickness
of the sample

When the size of the integrating sphere port is constant �i.e.,
the sample port diameter is 25 mm�, the dependence of the
error on the thickness of the sample is represented in Figs.
4�d1�–4�f1�. We can find that the thicker the sample is, the
larger the error of the optical properties estimation is.
Whereas the difference of error caused by the change in thick-
ness of the sample is very tiny; that is when d is 0.7, 0.8,
0.9 mm, the maximal error is 17, 18, and 19%, respectively.

3.2.3 The dependence of the error on tissue optical
properties of the sample

When the DIS system and the thickness of sample are con-
stant, the dependence of the error on tissue optical properties
is investigated below.

Anisotropy factor. Figures 4�g1�–4�i1� show the relative er-
ror of the absorption coefficient estimation as a function of the
absorption coefficient and the scattering coefficient of the
sample for constant sample port diameter �25 mm�, constant
thickness of sample �0.9 mm�, and different anisotropy factor
�g=0.7,0.8,0.9�. The relative error increases with the aniso-
tropy factor. When the anisotropy factor is 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, the
maximal error is 10, 14, and 19%, respectively.

Absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient. Compar-
ing the curves in Figs. 4�a1�–4�i1�, we find that the relative
error decreases significantly with the increase in the absorp-
tion coefficient or the scattering coefficient of the sample. The
larger the absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient are,
the smaller the errors are. A large scattering coefficient de-
creases the relative error more obviously than a large absorp-
tion coefficient does. If only the scattering coefficient is large
enough �i.e., 24 mm−1�, the maximal relative error of the ab-
sorption coefficient is less than 1%. In contrast, when the
scattering coefficient is very small �i.e., 2 mm−1�, and absorp-
tion coefficient is large enough �i.e., 0.25 mm−1�, the minimal
relative error of the absorption coefficient is still larger than
3%. From the curves in Figs. 4�d1�–4�i1� for the same sample
port diameter of the integrating sphere, we can estimate that
the error decreases very slowly with the absorption coefficient
when the absorption coefficient is very large.

4 Discussion
According to the simulation results about the light loss and
the relative error of optical properties estimation, we find that
the light loss is regarded as a part of the absorption in the IAD
method, which overestimates the absorption coefficient and
introduces some error. The greater the light losses, the larger
the errors, which accords with Pickering’s experimental
results.24

People always recognize that the IAD method overesti-
mates the absorption coefficient, but no one notices whether
there is an estimation error of the scattering coefficient. Our
simulation results show that the IAD method also overesti-
mates the scattering coefficient, even though the error of the
scattering coefficient is much less than that of absorption co-
efficient. In the range of the parameters used in the simula-

tion, the maximal relative error of the scattering coefficient is

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�4
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ig. 4 The relative estimation error of the absorption coefficient �a1� to �i1� and the scattering coefficient �a2� to �i2� estimation by the IAD for
ifferent sample port diameters �a1� to �c1� and �a2� to �c2�, different thicknesses of samples �d1� to �f1� and �d2� to �f2�, and different anisotropy
actors �g1� to �i1� and �g2� to �i2�.
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ess than 1.5%. Therefore, the error of the scattering coeffi-
ient estimation by the IAD method may almost be ignored.

Based on the analysis of the dependence of the relative
rror of the absorption coefficient estimation on the sample
ort diameter and the thickness of the sample, we will discuss
ow to improve the accuracy of the optical properties estima-
ion from the perspective of the design of the DIS system and
he preparation of samples. Moreover, when considering the
ptical properties of the sample, we will also evaluate the
rror of the optical properties estimation by the IAD method.

.1 The Design of DIS and the Preparation
of Samples

ccording to the results mentioned above, the sample port
iameter seriously influences the loss of light from the edges
f the sample between two integrating spheres. Increasing the
ample port diameter will decrease the light losses and the
elative error of the optical properties estimation by the IAD
ethod. The reason for this is that the enhancement of the

ample port diameter will increase the part of light absorption
aused by the sample, and the amount of absorption used in
he IAD method is close to the real value, which decreases the
elative error of the optical properties estimation. When the
ample port diameter is 30 mm, in the range of the param-
ters, the relative error of the absorption coefficient estimation
s less than 5%. Therefore, enhancing the sample port diam-
ter of the integrating sphere is a good method for decreasing
he error of optical properties estimation by the IAD method.

We noticed that when the sample port diameter is big, the
iameter of the integrating sphere should be big enough to
aintain the shape of the sphere, which should be considered

n the design of DIS. On the other hand, the IAD sample
equires a uniform sample to be used for the experiment.
owever, it is not easy to prepare a biological tissue sample
ith big enough size and uniform thickness.

Compared with the sample port diameter, the change in
hickness of the sample has less influence. Reducing the thick-
ess of the sample could also decrease light losses and the
rror of the optical properties estimation. The amount of scat-
ering decreases in the thin sample, which reduces the light
osses and the absorption of the sample. The two factors to-
ether make light losses produce less influence on the error.
lthough the error slightly decreases with the thickness of the

ample, it is not convenient for the preparation. There are
sually some air bubbles in thin samples that destroy the uni-
ormity of samples and introduce other errors into the
easurements.
Consequently, it is for the reasons stated above that we

hould consider all factors together in the design of DIS and
he preparation of samples. The error of optical properties
stimation by IAD method as well as the error of measure-
ent introduced by the preparation of the sample should be

onsidered.

.2 The Evaluation of the Accuracy of the Optical
Properties Estimation

he simulation results also demonstrate that there will be a
ery small error of optical properties estimation by the IAD
ethod for high scattering or high absorption samples, which
grees with Pickering’s conclusion that the error would be

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064004-
reduced for greater optical depths.24 However, Pickering et
al.24 also pointed out that for a 1-mm sample thickness and
25-mm sample port diameter, the light losses were negligible
over the optical depth range from 0 to 54, which is not con-
sistent with what we simulated above. For weak scattering
and absorption samples, the relative error of the absorption
coefficient is usually very large, that is up to 19% for 0.9-mm
sample thickness, 0.9 anisotropy factor, and 25-mm sample
port diameters.

The anisotropy factor of the sample affects the error of the
optical properties estimation. When the anisotropy factor is
smaller, the backscattering increases and the forward scatter-
ing reduces, and more photons move a short trip in the sample
and return to the incidence surface, so the light losses de-
crease. In contrast, when the anisotropy factor is bigger, the
light losses increase because there will be greater forward
scattering light, and more photons move a long trip in the
sample to undergo multiscattering, therefore, which causes an
increase in the error of absorption coefficient estimation by
the IAD.

Because most tissues show the characteristic of high scat-
tering �i.e., larger than 16 mm−1� and weak absorption in
NIR, the maximal relative error of the absorption coefficient
estimation by the IAD method is less than 5% based on a
constant sample port diameter �25 mm�. If the scattering co-
efficient is larger than 24 mm−1, the relative error is less than
1%. For some tissues, such as lung, kidney, and colon
mucous,39 their scattering coefficients are in the range of 4 to
7 mm−1, and their absorption coefficients are larger than
0.2 mm−1, we still estimate that the relative errors of absorp-
tion are less than 5% if both the DIS measurement technique
and the IAD method are used. Therefore, in NIR, the error of
optical properties estimation is almost ignored. That is why
the measurement of tissue optical properties based on both the
DIS measurement technique and the IAD method is still
widely used.

Nevertheless, for some other tissues, such as bladder wall,
bladder mucous, bladder integral, prostate, fatty of female
breast, fibrous of female breast, infiltrating carcinoma, and
others, which have a weak scattering coefficient �less than
8 mm−1� and a weak absorption coefficient �less than
0.02 mm−1� in NIR,39 the error of absorption coefficient esti-
mation by the IAD method will not be neglected. This prob-
lem could be solved by using a big sample port of the inte-
grating sphere and thin samples, by applying an inverse MC
algorithm,27–29 or by expanding the precalculated simulations
that were developed by Peters et al.18 to DIS.

5 Conclusion
In summary, we quantitatively analyze light losses from the
edges of the sample from perspectives of sample port diam-
eters of integrating spheres and thickness and optical proper-
ties of samples and deduce the relative error in estimation of
absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient by the IAD
method. The results show that the relative error of the scatter-
ing coefficient is less than 2%, which is much less than that of
the absorption coefficient. The error of the optical properties
estimation strongly depends on the sample port diameter of
the integrating sphere and the scattering coefficient of the

sample and also depends on the absorption coefficient, aniso-
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ropy factor, and the thickness of sample. Enhancing the
ample port diameter of the integrating sphere and the thick-
ess of the sample can reduce the error of the optical proper-
ies estimation, and the effect on the error caused by the
ample port diameter is greater than that by thickness of
ample. IAD method is most suitable for estimating the opti-
al properties of high scattering ��16 mm−1� or high absorb-
ng ��0.2 mm−1� samples. This work can not only evaluate
he estimation error of optical properties estimation based on
oth the DIS technique and IAD method, but also provide
ptimal ways for the design of DIS and a scheme for ac-
uiring accurate optical properties based on the DIS
easurement.
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